
Image guidelines 
	
If your book contains images then we want to make them look as good as possible. 
Figure editing by the publisher is not included within the standard processing costs, 
therefore image files must be provided in their final form. Images will be scaled as a 
whole to fit within the final layout of the book, but individual elements will not be adjusted 
beyond this. For example, text within a graph will change in size relative to the 
adjustment of the whole image during typesetting. If you think that figure editing services 
are required, please let the Editorial Manager know as early as possible, as it can be 
arranged at an agreed cost. 
 
Images can be submitted as part of the manuscript file for the purpose of review, 
however, all image files must be provided as separate files prior to editorial acceptance. 
Editorial acceptance and typesetting will not commence until all image files have been 
provided and have been quality checked. 
 
All images should be cited sequentially within the text of the book and have a 
corresponding figure number assigned to them (e.g. Figure 1, Figure 2 etc). Each figure 
should have an accompanying title, which should be placed within the manuscript file. 
Figure titles can be placed either in-text, near the first citation, or as a list at the end of 
the file. The figure itself should not include the figure number or figure title as part of the 
image. 
 
Images should have the below rules applied for them to be accepted for publication. 
 

TYPES OF DIGITAL IMAGES 
 
There are three main types of digital imagery: 
1. Scans: created from reflective art using a scanning device. These include continuous-
tone (colour) scans and bi-tonal (black and white) line art scans. 
2. Photos: images captured using a digital camera. 
3. Vector-based drawings: These include maps, graphs and diagrams typically 
generated using drawing or illustration programs (e.g., Adobe Illustrator) but can also be 
created via functionality is more common software (e.g. Word, Excel) 
 
To use the below instructions, you will need to know the page size that will be used for 
your book. If you do not know this, please ask the Editorial Manager assigned by the 
publisher. 
 

Resolution 
 
Both scans and digital photos render images as a finite number of pixels (dots) per inch 
(ppi) and can be enlarged only as much as that resolution allows. A resolution of under 
250ppi is often too low for print publication and will be rejected, even if it appears clear 
on a computer screen. 
 
In contrast, vector-based drawings use formulas to describe points, lines, and shapes 
that create an image. Unlike scans and digital photos, vector graphics are resolution 
independent and can be enlarged to any size without a reduction in quality. If available, 



vector formats are therefore preferred. If images are created as vector drawings then 
these source files should be provided (e.g. .ai, .pdf, .eps file types), as conversion to 
bitmap images (e.g. .jpg) will reduce their resolution. 
 
Please note that an existing non-vector image file cannot have its resolution increased 
without reducing quality and/or the printing size of the image. For example, if an image is 
scanned at 72ppi, or an image is downloaded from the internet, some software will allow 
a user to then artificially increase it to meet the minimum requirements detailed below. 
This will result in pixilation and a blurred image. 
 

Scans 
 
There are two types of scanned image available: 
 

• Photos or fine art drawings contain multiple levels of colour. These should be 
scanned in continuous-tone at a resolution of at least 300ppi 

• Line art scans produce an image that includes pixels that are either 100% black 
or 100% white. If the original image is black and white then the scan should be 
produced as ‘bi-tonal’ and that 100% black is selected (i.e. not a colour that 
appears black on screen but is in fact not 100% black, as this will effect the 
print). Bi-tonal line art scans should be provided at 1200ppi 

 
The maximum size that an image can be printed at can be calculated using the ppi and 
the width and height of the image in pixels. The below format should be used: 
 
width in pixels
minimum ppi

 ×  
height in pixels
minimum ppi

 = max dimension of print image (in inches) 

 
e.g. 
 
1500 pixels
300ppi

 ×  
2400 pixels
300ppi

 = 5" x 8" 

 
For the standard trim sizes, use the below table. Images will most often be printed as full 
page, half page or quarter page. We recommend images are provided as full page size 
as this allows for greater flexibility during the layout process and ensures all images are 
of the required resolution, even if the final display is less than full page: 
 
 Trim Size Full page image size Minimum resolution 
Continuous-tone 6"x9" 5"x8" 300ppi 
Bi-tonal/ Line art 6"x9" 5"x8" 1200ppi 
Continuous-tone 7"x10" 6"x9" 300ppi 
Bi-tonal/ Line art 7"x10" 6"x9" 1200ppi 
 
If your files are below these requirements, please discuss the options with your Editorial 
Manager. 
 
Please note that if the document being scanned is of a low quality then the resulting 
scan cannot improve this, no matter what the resolution. 
 
Scans should be submitted as .tif, .jpg and .gif formats (in that order of preference). 
 



Digital photographs 
 
These files are created by a digital camera and must be of the correct ppi and size in 
relation to the printed book. A digital photo cannot have the resolution increased once it 
has been taken, therefore, the image quality is dependent on the settings on the 
camera. 
 
Digital photos must have a resolution of at least 300ppi (higher is preferred). The 
equation used in the Scan section above can be used to calculate if an image will be 
suitable. Digital photographs that have a resolution of under 250ppi are likely to be 
rejected for publication. 
 
Trim Size Full page image size Minimum resolution 
6"x9" 5"x8" 300ppi 
7"x10" 6"x9" 300ppi 
 
 
Using a digital camera that has at least a 6-megapixel capacity is recommended, and 
that the highest resolution setting is used. 
 
If you wish to crop the digital photo file then this must be done prior to typesetting. 
Please keep in mind the page size and image size if editing the original photo. 
 
Photos should be submitted as .tif, .jpg and .gif formats (in that order of preference). 
Formats to be avoided for photographs are .bmp and .eps. If the original photograph 
files is .jpg, please do not convert it to .tif. 
 

Vector files 
 
Image files create by vector-based digital drawing/illustration software must be provided 
as .eps, .ai or .pdf. This includes most graphs, diagrams and digitally created maps. For 
example, a graph or diagram created using Word or Excel can be saved as a .pdf. 
 
A vector file type will retain the highest possible resolution. To check that the resolution 
has been retained: 
 

• open the file 
• zoom into the image to 600% or more 
• if the file has been saved in vector format then there will be no pixilation or 

blurring of the image 
 

JPEGs 
 
JPEG files compress their data, often resulting in a loss of image quality. If an image is 
sourced from a third party, try to obtain them in an alternative format. If JPEGs are the 
only file format available, do not edit or re-save the image before submitting it, as each 
time this occurs the image quality may decrease. If JPEGs are being used, ensure that a 
back-up of the original is safely stored, in case the working files are accidentally re-
saved/edited. 
Never re-save or use the ‘Save As’ option on a JPEG file. To re-name a JPEG, right-
click on the file and select “Rename” from your menu options. 



 

Images from the Internet 
 
Computers only display 72ppi, so most images downloaded from the internet are low 
resolution and are not high enough quality for print publication. This is because images 
don't need to be very large in order to appear at a decent size and good quality on your 
computer screen, and also because smaller images download much faster on websites 
than larger images do. An image measuring 216 pixels x 360 pixels may appear to be 3” 
x 5” on your 72ppi computer screen, but at the required print resolution (300ppi) the 
maximum size of the image is only about ¾” x 1”, which is likely to be far too low. Image 
resolution has everything to do with printing an image and has nothing to do with how 
the image appears on a screen. Often, images from the internet appear much larger and 
higher quality on your screen than they do when you print them and are thus unsuitable. 
 
It is therefore recommended that images are not sourced directly from the Internet and 
that the original files are requested. Screenshots will equally have this problem, as the 
original screen resolution cannot be increased. It may be possible to include 
screenshots, in some cases, however they will appear as lower quality images and will 
need discussing with the assigned Editorial Manager. 
 

Further	information	
Further details on checking resolution and image size using Photoshop see: 
http://www.photoshopessentials.com/essentials/image-quality/  
	


